Why APS is
Different
Our Mission is to Make
Payroll and HR Easier.

We accomplish our
mission by focusing
on the total customer
experience.

Fast Facts
Easiest To Use

Our clients deserve best-in-class workforce management
solutions delivered with personalized service and support.
Our team builds our technology from the ground up,
focusing on intuitive usability, reliability, and compliance. APS
understands the challenges organizations of all sizes face, so
we designed a full spectrum of cloud solutions that address
the entire employee lifecycle.
By maintaining a vision of an all-in-one platform that makes
workforce management easier, we support our clients in
their growth and success.

APS has been top ranked for Ease of
Use and User Adoption since 2014.

Leading Payroll and HR
Vendor
Customers have voted APS as a Leader
in Payroll, Workforce Management,
Performance Management, Time
Tracking, Benefits Administration, and
Applicant Tracking.

APS knows technology only helps when your team feels
confident and supported using it. Our dedicated account
teams embody our top-quality service values, a benefit you
will realize from day one. The APS implementation process
sets your team up for success, while our support team
maintains an active presence for all your needs.

Simply The Best

Additionally, our 99% customer satisfaction rate
demonstrates our personal commitment to service you
can trust, which is what makes APS stand out from the
competition.

APS is recognized as a Top 10 Provider
for its Core HR, Payroll, and Time
Tracking solutions.

Our Payroll Solution has outranked
Paycom, ADP, Paychex, Kronos, and
Paylocity since 2014.

Top 10
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1 Usability

| AND WHY IT MATTERS

•

The APS platform is a best-in-class solution, as demonstrated by numerous national awards and
achievements.

•

Access your data anytime, anywhere, with our cloud-based system. Manage off-site employees and
check on workforce productivity with 24/7 connectivity.

•

APS Dashboards provide essential data visualization in a logical format to drive results. Our focus on
intuitive design helps users work quickly and easily from task to task to boost productivity.

2 Support and Success

| INVESTED IN YOU

•

APS supports you with dedicated account teams, solutions specialists, and a proactive customer
success team who understand your company’s needs. They get to know your company’s history,
challenges, and goals to ensure we provide personalized service.

•

We have specialized knowledge of organizations of all sizes across multiple industries.

•

APS is transparent with how our technology operates and functions. We want you to feel confident
using our system from the very first day.

3 Training and Adoption

| EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

•

APS trains clients with their data so they learn by using information that applies to their organization.
We believe this helps promote user adoption for a more productive experience.

•

We are proactive rather than reactive when it comes to anticipating potential errors in payroll. APS
knows that you have no room for mistakes when it comes to your employees’ financial well-being,
which is why we believe in stopping problems before they start.

•

APS stays with you through the first two live payroll runs to ensure you fully understand how
to execute the processes successfully. We want to empower you to move forward prepared to
accomplish your goals.

Are you tired of manually processing payroll? Do compliance and attendance tracking have you
overwhelmed? APS can help! Our technology is designed to make payroll and HR easier. HR, payroll,
attendance, recruiting, applicant tracking, onboarding, and ACA compliance all live in a unified database
to simplify your everyday tasks.
We provide our clients and partners with intuitive technology delivered with personalized service and
support. Businesses choose APS as their workforce partner because of our focus on the customer
experience, starting from the moment they begin implementation. As a result, we continually maintain
98% customer retention and satisfaction rates. APS has also been recognized by G2 for top-rated user
adoption and implementation since 2018.
Call Us at 855.945.7921 or visit our website at www.apspayroll.com to learn more about how APS can
help you make payroll and HR easier!
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